
We're P-B-L...  We produce great models...  P-B-L    P.O. Box 769    Ukiah, CA 95482    Call 707-462-7680 to talk with a real person.   Really !
- See many more photos along with more info about the many other versions of these great upcoming models we've planned on our web site at www.p-b-l.com -

WHY THE DIXIANA?
The Dixiana, or "Dixie" as she is  affectionately called, was built in 1912...
She came to the Roaring Camp and Big Trees in 1962, was put into service in 1963, and has remained in service ever since!   Not bad
for a 104 year old, eh?
Our model will be a fitting tribute to both the DIXIE, and her keepers, the great guys and gals who make up the crew at ROARING
CAMP, down in Felton, California...    Their website is www.roaringcamp.com...  You owe it to yourself to visit there soon!   Ride into
an old growth Redwood Preserve on their train, and you will witness real, narrow gauge geared engines in action!

Psst... We’ve a new SHAY project in the works...
We’re callin’ them “Tribute” Shays... Why? Read on...

WHY THE "CHERRY VALLEY #7" ?
Well, the Cherry Valley Lumber Company never actually existed... At least not according to the historians that tend the web site
www.shaylocomotives.com...  But even if it had, we don't know of any modelers who would be modeling it anyway... Guys that like shays,
LIKE SHAYS... Most model their own railroads, and that's all there is to that...
So then, what's she a tribute to?  Well, she shares the same proportions with the Dixiana,  which looks a lot like the 37 ton Shay that
Levon Kemalyan (Kemtron) produced a few of in kit form (in On3 brass) many years ago...  Then again,  she looks kind of like the
"Cherry Creek" Shay that the man whom many of us owe our interest in the finescale aspect of this hobby to,  Cliff Grandt,  scratch
built back in the day...  It was Cliff who put the "Scale" in Scale Model Railroading and his legacy lives on down to this day with the
Grandt family business whom most of you are familiar with, Grandt Line Products...  They're at www.grandtline.com...  Then too, there
are the books and drawings left behind by our old friend, Dan Ranger,  who was "Mr. Shay" to many of us who knew him...  Books and
stories that heavily affected our interest in the Geared Locomotives he wrote about, and in Narrow Gauge Modeling in general...
Our "Cherry Valley Number Seven" owes much of its appearance to these pioneers of our great hobby...  So this then is our Tribute
to them...

These "photos" are actually renderings from our 3D drawings...
Our thanks go to Marcel Baarsch, Anthony Duarte, Jimmy Booth,

Bill Peter and Boo Rim Precision for making them happen...


